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Yesterday morning SHBC was renamed, South Atlantic Media Services Ltd. The
FM radio station was also re-launched as, SAMS Radio 1, with ‘Sunrise,’ the station’s morning show and first hosted content. Ashton Yon presented the show, ably
assisted by Chloe Terry. ‘Sunrise’ ran from 7 to 10am and included music, world
and local news and island information.
At 4pm Damien O’Bey hosted the first ‘Afternoon Drive’ show, assisted by Sherrilee Phillips. ‘Sunrise’ and ‘Afternoon Drive,’ will now become regular daily features, Monday to Fridays.
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ST HELENA SNIPPETS
St Helena marine life

photo by Anthony Thomas

QUICK STATISTICS

JANUARY
2013
Births 2

Deaths 6
Net Migration
-75
St Helena Resident Population 4,247
Data Sources:
Births and deaths registered at Customer
Service Centre.
Migration figures from St Helena Immigration database.
Estimated total population calculated from
2008 population Census, adjusted for births,
deaths and net migration.
St Helena Resident Population
At the end of January 2013 the resident
population of St Helena stood at 4,247. Migration figures are showing the departure of
friends and family visiting over the Christmas period.
In January 2013 we have seen 56 yachts visit
the shores of St Helena. A typical stay lasted
just under a week. Of the 200 members of
crew arriving on yachts 129 departed on the
same vessel with 66 departing on the RMS
and 5 remaining on the island.
Births
Kadie Kendalene Benjamin - 26 Jan
Lyra Jade Williams - 30 Jan
Deaths
Terence Keith Coleman (64)
Jonathon Neil Benjamin (48)
Arthur Reginald Hudson (73)
Randolph Fredrick Stevens (69)
Pennell Earl Green (66)
Lilian Isolena Robinson (84)
(contributed by Paula Mcleod, Statistician and
the Customer Service Centre).

MARINE AWARENESS

This year ‘Marine Awareness Week’ will
run from 23 February to 1 March. “We usually hold ‘Marine Awareness Week’ during the
month of February whilst the RMS is away, so
we can maximise the use of the marine environment as a whole, as there will be no cargo
on the wharf,” informed Marine Conservation
Officer Elizabeth Clingham.
Although ‘Marine Awareness Weeks’ are held
throughout the world, St Helena’s is a localised event which is not held in conjunction
with any international week. Inspired by the
recent sightings of high numbers of Whale
Sharks, [biggest fish in the sea] and the start
of the ‘Darwin Mapping Project’, which has
placed a great emphasis on the very small
things about the marine environment that are
often ignored, the theme for this event is “All
things Great and Small.”
“This year we have the Consulate ball room
booked as our venue,” said Elizabeth. “At the
venue we hope to have a range of displays and
other sort of activities. Some specifically targeted at our younger audience.” It is planned
to have Primary Schools visiting, browsing
displays and becoming involved in craft activities from 10am to 2pm on the Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday of ‘Marine
Awareness Week’. “The craft side of things
helps to promote recycling, which is an overall
objective of the Environmental Management
Directorate,” said Elizabeth.
The Marine Section will also deliver presentations on the Friday. “The presentation will basically be an overview of the work that the marine section has done over the last few years,”
said Elizabeth. We have spent a good part
of this year analysing data, we have collected over the years and we are now at the final
stages of producing written reports.” The Dar-

win Mapping Project will also be presented to
the public. “The stuff that has come to light
already during the project is so fascinating,”
said Elizabeth, “we need to share this with the
public, you see pictures of amazing things in
dive magazines, we’ve got that here.”
As well as displays and presentations at the
Consulate the Marine Section will be working
with Enterprise St Helena who will take the
lead on organising dolphin trips and scuba diving expeditions during the week.
“We will also be using the week to take forward some initiatives that will be of some
benefit to the marine environment,” said Elizabeth. “Most of them are linked with human
impact. On Saturday 23 February there will
be a snorkel/scuba cleanup of the front steps
area. Those who have snorkelled or dived
there will know how much rubbish there is on
the sea bed. Combined with the cleanup will
be a small tour led by Marine Darwin project
manager Doctor Judith Brown. She will be
collecting a few examples of our Marine life
and then doing a little show and tell about the
species collected.” A clean up of Sandy Bay
Beach and the Jamestown run is also planned.
More information on ‘Marine Awareness
Week’ can be found in the centre spread of this
edition of the Sentinel.

ROADS UPDATE

The Roads Section’s summer surfacing programme began in November last year. The
programme hopes to resurface 10% of the island’s main roads.
Manager of the Road’s Section, Dave Malpas
told us that initially, the programme was a slow
starter, “because we were learning new skills,
materials and processes,” said Dave, “but, we
are making good progress now. We’re increasing our productivity and we have a good programme for the rest of the summer, providing
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NEW ARRIVAL
On the 30th January proud parents Gaba Caswell and Mark
Williams welcomed the new
edition to their family. Lyra
Jade Williams weighed in at
6lb and 7 ounces. Lyra who has
three older bothers Jace, Lars
and Levi seems to be settling
in very well, but has a sleeping routine where she sleeps all
day and is up till the very small
hours in the morning. Gaba
who has been waiting for 16
years for a little girl is excited
to have a new very special little
girl in the house.
the weather holds.”
So far main roads such as Half Way and Longwood have been worked on and completed.
Work began on the Dungeon Cemetery to
Hutt’s Gate road on Monday and will be
closed for a three week period. In late February, work will start on the Luffkins to Bates
Branch road pending the finalisation of trenching works by the Water Division at Pouncey’s.
Work has previously been done on this road
however Dave said that work was halted by
poor weather.
The new processes and materials that are being used is a asphalt material, “which is like
a slurry seal but with chippings and grit in it
as well as dust,” informed Dave. This process
has been done on the Plantation road and Dave
commented that, “It’s not gone as brilliantly as
we would have expected and it’s the first time
we’ve used it in such quantities. So we’ve
learnt a lot of lessons and we’ll be moving on.”
There is a rye quality issue with the work that
has been done on this road. “My hope was that
this material would be able to resolve some
of the rye quality issues and that just hasn’t
worked out as I had hoped,” said Dave. Issues
with the Plantation road is still being ironed
out and these new methods are not currently
being used on other roads. “We’ve done the
big trial now we’re going to see how that lasts
and take it one step at the time, rather than
rushing into spending a lot of money that we
might end up wasting.”
There are no current plans to close any other
major road. Although completed the Long-

wood road still has problems, “but, we are
working with Basil Read and coordinating so
that the major work can take place next sum-

mer.” Minor work is planned for Ladder Hill
road.

Road works on Hermitage
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SENTINEL
COMMENT

THE SAMS NAME CHANGE: HOW IT CAME ABOUT

Sharon Henry, SHBC

On 10th December, 2012, South Atlantic Media Services Ltd, (formally SHBGC) received notification that the Companies Registrar had received an objection from SHBC (owned by Mr
Mike Olsson) seeking to stop the use of company name SHBGC as it conflicted with his own
company name. After a meeting of the SHBGC board, “and decided that there was no point in
prolonging the issue and decided that they would go for a change of name, as suggested by legal
advice,” said Chairman, Terry Richards. South Atlantic Media Services Ltd., was registered on
21 January.
The name change precipitated by the complaint prompted the board of the now SAMS to issue a
radio statement on the matter. An extract from that statement:
There seems to be a bit of confusion, I’m sure to the public. The best thing is to go back to the
beginning. During 2011, 2 years ago now, Mr Olsson expressed an interest to SHG in helping to
support the concept of setting up one single media organisation on the island. This would involve
SHG buying out Mr Olsson in terms of good will, equipment and playlists, etc. So therefore a
series of negotiations were set up. Ongoing negotiations between SHG and Mr Olsson were sensitive and difficult. Information was shared, including the name for a new organisation and the
St Helena Broadcasting Corporation emerged as a suitable name.
During the negotiations, and without the knowledge of the other parties to those negotiations, Mr
Olsson proceeded to register the organisation, SHBC, as a company with the companies registry.
Negotiations eventually broke down. On receiving legal advice at the time when we knew as a
board that SHBC had been registered by Mr Olsson, the name SHBC was changed to St Helena
Broadcasting (Guarantee) Corporation Ltd. Legal advice was receive on the basis that if the
name was changed to this particular name there wouldn’t be any problem or any potential legal
challenge that would succeed in the future.
The statement continued later by saying:
We as a board and as a company are very sorry for the inconvenience that this has caused our
readers and listeners, visitors to our website, as they have to get used to a new name, new website
address, facebook, etc. This is not our doing. We haven’t set out to cause this inconvenience. We
feel it is very important, however, that the public know why we have to do this.
The statement in full has been aired on SAMS Radio 1.
A statement from SHG on the renaming of SAMS is printed on page 33

OMG what an amazing day we had yesterday
with the inaugural ‘Sunrise’ morning radio
show transmitted over the airwaves. I wasn’t
due into work until 8.30am but didn’t want to
miss out on the magic of dare I say, ‘history
in the making,’ so I went in bleary-eyed at
6.30am. It might not seem such of a feat to
some but until you are in the situation yourself you don’t realise the trepidation of the
magnitude of what you are about to do - GO
LIVE ON AIR! Anything can happen, but it
didn’t, and well after the ‘Afternoon Drive’
show, positive comments were floating in.
We have taken that giant step forward.
Another giant step forward is the solid interest received from the Mantis Collection
group. Finally after years of umpteen stopstarts, a new inward investor who has set
their sights on the island are putting their
money where their mouth is ‘talking about
the whiskey.’
Let’s hope the bureaucracy and negativity unfortunately bestowed on St Helena for
whatever reasons doesn’t deter their enthusiasm [as many have gone before them.] The
Mantis ‘can do’ attitude is quite infectious
for those who will allow it. How often does
an opportunity come banging on our door to
train at university level? The ball is now in
our court and it’s up to St Helenians to pick
up a racket and get in the game.

Mr Olsson was part of negotiations to
set up SHBC in 2011

Our Contact Details
Telephone: 2727
email: news@shbc.sh
website: www.sams.sh

Above: Damien O’Bey at the controls for the first SAMS Radio 1, Afternoon
Drive show, yesterday, with assistance from Sherrilee Phillips
Left: Father Dale Bowers with his newly collected MBE at Buckingham Palace, on 8 February, last week, with sons Luke and Jacob
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LETTERS
The ‘New’ Bridge

BOLD VISION FOR 2020
A 70 paged document entitled, ‘Jamestown:
A Vision for 2020’ was made available to the
public last Friday at the Tourist Office in the
Canister. The vision has been described as
‘bold’ by Stuart Planner, Commercial Property Director of Enterprise St Helena [ESH],
the driving force behind the document. The
vision was created in conjunction with MWI
Architects and PLC Architects who visited last
year. One of the main elements is minimising
traffic in lower Jamestown. Proposals include
the removal of much of the car parking on
Main Street and creating new parking at Colin’s Garage and Pilling School sites. There
is also creation of a link road connecting Side
Path to Market Street running through what is
presently Colin’s garage site, and bridging the
Run.
A ‘Public Realm Strategy’ is a key element
promoting public spaces and incorporating
tree planting, landscaping and lighting. An
artistic illustration of Parade Square shows a
fountain feature outside the old Public Works
Stores building.
The vision includes zoning of Jamestown in
districts of the Wharf, cultural quarter, the
retail heart [being the area from the Canister up to just beyond the Duke of Edinburgh
playground site] and office areas. Tammy
Williams, Community Liaison Manager of
Enterprise St Helena shared her thoughts on
the vision. “My favourite bit was the Market area. One of the very important things in
the document is the safety issue. Quite often
in Jamestown you’ve got pedestrians where
you’ve got cars. One of the aims of this concept is to make Jamestown a lovelier and safe
place to live and work. So removing cars and
taking away car parks is a very controversial
and sensitive subject. But I think if we want
to promote St Helena as a world class tourism
destination, we do need to take those things
into consideration.”
At the Wharf the vision has a lift and stair-

way connecting the wharf to Mundens where a
new restaurant and accommodation is located
using the old buildings and fortifications that
enjoy ocean views.
The re-establishment of the funicular railway
dismantled in 1829 that had run along the inclined plane of what is now known as Jacob’s
Ladder is included in the vision. To facilitate
its future development, space will be allocated
for a landing station close to the base of the
Ladder. The railway link between Ladder Hill
and Jamestown gives potential for a park and
ride system.
Tammy told us of feedback and comments
already received. “Most people feel that facilities and services in Jamestown needs to
A project visualisation for wharf area

be improved. There have been some strong
views coming in that they would like to see
Jamestown retain its identity...but see some
enhancements done.”
ESH are also working with students at Prince
Andrew School who are involved with designing their own vision concept on how they see
the future of Jamestown evolving. Their work
will be displayed in six weeks time.
The vision is intended as a discussion document which will then lead to a consultation
process for the development of a Master plan
for Jamestown. Tammy urged the community
to, “Get involved, we want to hear your suggestions, we want to hear how you want the
island to go forward.”
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FUTURE FOR
THE YOUNG

The Saint Helena National Trust (SHNT) has announced a continuation of their vocational education Heritage Building Trades Program. The scheme is founded by Enterprise St Helena (ESH),
and supported by Prince Andrew School, AVES, and CITB Construction Skills in the UK. Adam
Wolfe, Director of SHNT, said, “the programme is a celebration of a partnership across the community and organisations. It very much involves addressing what the community’s immediate current means are. To enable this we need good communication with training organisations, schools,
industry, and, very importantly, parents and youths.” Training spaces are limited to 7-8 people
per course. Application criteria will be announced soon. The programme is expected to extend training opportunities for the vocational education building trades students, unemployed
youth and building trades people by re-introducing a range of traditional building
techniques. The aim is to support the local building industry and generate
a pool of skilled workers to maintain and improve the Island’s
unique and rare historic buildings, coastal fortifications and other structures.

Lemon Valley
photo by Adam Wolfe
Vanessa Tissington, acting head of Prince Andrew School, stated: “The skills that the young
people will be honing through this course
are heritage skills and these are such specialist skills. I am thrilled that they will be given
such an opportunity, to become master craftsmen themselves if they want to take it that far.”
During a six weeks long course under the tuition of Henry Rumbold MBE, master stone
mason, trainees will work on restoration of the
semi-detached cottage complex in Lemon Valley, which will increase their skills and open
up new career possibilities in the future. Rob
Midwinter, Director of ESH, said, “Henry
Rumbold is very well known in this particular
field and to have somebody of that calibre who
is also involved with the Prince’s Trust, helps
put St Helena on the map. It’s that kind of
exposure, particularly for the youngsters that
need to get those other skills.”
Adam added, “Henry’s background is restoring the great cathedrals of Britain. He was inspired by an individual and he would like to
pass this on to others. He is very much committed to the interest of welfare and training of
young people. He’s currently been working on
projects in Romania, looking at the restoration
of medieval villages. We are very lucky he will
be coming to St Helena.”
Lemon Valley is a popular attraction for tourists and locals. The aim of upgrading these
unique facilities is to enhance tourism development, since there is great historical content
in this area. Adam said, “sailors’ graveyard
is there, which will take you right back to the

Dutch times, wars of Dutch and Portuguese
pirates, we have the slave trade, we have the
whole Napoleonic experience, and after that
antislavery stories as well.”
Ruins at Lemon Valley

photo by Adam Wolfe

QUEEN’S BATON TO VISIT
FOR A THIRD TIME
For the third time running St Helena will play
host to the Queen’s baton of the Commonwealth Games. Plans for the Commonwealth

Games 2014 are underway and once again the
Games Federation are including St Helena in
the celebrations. The Queen’s baton will arrive on 19 February 2014 for two days. The
BBC are covering the ‘Queen’s Baton Relay’
and are in the initial stages of preparations to
visit the island, following the baton across
the 71 nations and territories of the Commonwealth. The journey of the baton starts
at Buckingham Palace and will continue until
July 2014 when the Games begin in Glasgow,
Scotland. The baton carries a hidden message
from the Queen which is read aloud at its final destination, officially declaring the games
open.
The first visit of the Queen’s baton was in 2006
for the Melbourne, Australia games. The city
of Delhi, India, hosted the last games in 2010
and a delegation brought the Queen’s baton to
St Helena. The baton visit drew crowds on
its route around the island with many islanders taking turns to hold and touch the object.
Pamela Young, secretary of National Amateur
Sports Association, spoke about the event.
“We want to get as many people involved as
we possibly can. We will take it around the
island, to institutions, to the schools and New
Horizons. The baton takes the Queen’s message to all the countries. It’s all done digitally
now, not like before days with an actual scroll
and they are usually quite hi-tech. It will be
interesting to see what shape it is as they all
have different shapes unique to the host country.”
Speaking of islander’s previous reception to
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the Queen’s baton said, “It’s amazing. Although it’s a material thing, the message it
brings it still unites people and brings them
together. That’s the whole idea of it. Commonwealth Games’ philosophy is that it unites
people from the Commonwealth through
sport. That’s the message it brings whenever
the baton goes to different places. The visit is
good for St Helena because the media coverage is amazing. Sounds like this time the BBC
will be doing the coverage so that will be a
brilliant spinoff for tourism, for promoting St
Helena to the wider world.”
After leaving St Helena next year the Queen’s
baton will travel to the Falklands via Ascension Island.

Chairman of NASAS, Eric Benjamin, on 5 February
2010, welcoming the Queen’s Commonwealth Games
baton ashore, with the island’s primary school children.

WATER QUALITY ISSUES
CONTINUE
Following a government press release regarding the volume of customers on island
who have been experiencing water quality
issues, Water and Drainage Manager, Martin
Squibbs was kind enough to pop into the offices of the Sentinel. Martin stated that the
main complaints just recently have been that
the water has been discoloured in some parts
of the island. Although there are many possible reasons for this water quality issue, he
mentioned that one may be the recent warm
weather in conjunction with the heavy showers of late December putting greater stress on
the four water treatment plants. He went on
to state that although the water may be discoloured it is still safe to drink. That assurance
comes from the quality control tests that the
Water and Drainage Division has in place,
six samples are taken per week and sent to
an accredited laboratory on island where they
undergo bacterial testing. If there were any
bacterial quality issues then there would be an
immediate response issued from the Water and
Drainage Division.
It was a bacterial quality issue that prompted
the government press release. It seems that one
of the six bacterial tests returned a result that
raised concerns and action was taken to ensure

the safety of the water in the affected areas.
This it seems was a problem caught and dealt
with.
However this does not help when we turn our
taps on and there is dirty coloured water filling
our baths and basins. So what is the solution?
In the short term the water filters at the plants
are being changed up to twice a day where as
in the past it may have been only once or twice
a week.
For the longer term? Well a recent £1m contract
was awarded to TES(NI) Ltd. who were here
in January looking into the logistical problems
for their forthcoming project. They will be returning to the island in June to start refurbishment of the four water treatment works, while
maintaining water supplies. These water treatment works are over 30 years old and have
past their expected lifespan. Martin said that

by next summer all four water treatment works
will be fully refurbished with a new extended
lifespan of 20 or more years, supplying better
quality water more consistently. We have another 3 years or so to do the rest of the pipeline
upgrades but the refurbishment of the treatment work is a good step forward.
One of the things Martin mentioned was when
customers call to inform the Water and Drainage Division of a quality problem they are experiencing, the caller often mentions that their
water problem has been bothering them for a
while. Martin urges people to call as soon as
they start to experience a problem and that doing so helps to inform his Division.
If you are currently suffering a water quality
issues you are advised to report any problems
on 2217. Out of hours problems should be reported to David Constantine on 2252.
Martin commented, “It is by this means that
we can fully understand what and where the
problems are and work to solve them.”

ARCHITECTURAL AND
DESIGN COMPETITION
LAUNCHED
The St Helena Government on the 11 February
launched a new local and international architectural and design competition. The competition is focusing on looking for a new design
for quality homes that are affordable and eye
catching. These are not the only criteria, applicants will also need to keep in mind the varied
climates and terrains on island.
The competition which is limited to applicants with fewer than five years experience
will hopefully attract the interest of talented
architects and designers worldwide. Drawing
on their experiences and innovations that bring
Tap water

continued on page 9
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WORLD

Wirebird Census 2012-13

NEWS
SNIPPETS
Pope Benedict XVI told shocked cardinals on Monday that he would step
down from the pontificate at the end of
this month, citing his age and infirmity
to explain the decision to become the
first man to relinquish the role voluntarily since 1294. “After having repeatedly examined my conscience before
God, I have come to the certainty that
my strengths, due to an advanced age,
are no longer suited to an adequate exercise of the Petrine ministry,” the 85-year
old said in a message to cardinals. He
added that in the modern world “both
strength of mind and body are necessary,
strength which in the last few months,
has deteriorated in me to the extent that
I have had to recognise my incapacity to
adequately fulfil the ministry entrusted
to me”. (Financial Times)
The father of a month-old baby dragged
from his cot by a fox has paid tribute to
his “poor boy” as he continues his recovery in hospital. Denny Dolan was
seriously injured after the animal entered the house near Bromley, south
east London, where he lives with his
parents, named in reports as Hayley
Banks Cawley, 28, and Paul Dolan. Surgeons reportedly had to reattach one of
the baby’s fingers after the incident on
Wednesday. He also had cuts to his face
which needed stitches. Boris Johnson
held urgent talks with council leaders to
discuss the “growing menace” of urban
foxes. The Mayor suggested all options,
including a cull, be considered following the mauling of four-week-old Denny
Dolan as he slept in his cot. (Hillingdon
Times/ Evening Standard)

This year’s Wirebird Census was carried out
during January 2013. The usual 31 Wirebird
census areas were visited, and using a team of
SHNT staff and volunteers, all birds seen were
counted as each area was traversed.
Results:
A total of 434 adults were counted, and 50 juveniles. Although not used in comparison with
other years, 35 chicks and 35 nests were noted
in addition.
Comments:
This year’s results show numbers rising for
the second year in succession. Over the past
25 years, the average has been 352 adult birds,
with totals varying between 208 and 425. Last
year for comparison 404 adult birds were
counted.
This increase coincides with efforts recently
to improve breeding success through the Air
Access Mitigation Project cleaning pastures of
invasive shrubs and renewing fences, as well
as the removal of significant numbers of feral cats from three important Wirebird nesting
sites – Deadwood, Prosperous Bay and Man

and Horse. It is also early days as yet as to
what effect the airport construction will have
on numbers as the area affected increases.
A seeming increase between years, like this,
needs to be taken in the context of all the
past years, and an increase over several years
would be required before we can conclude
that wirebird numbers are really increasing.
However, early indications are that numbers
are returning to the levels counted almost 25
years ago.
In an area as varied as St Helena is in topography, it is impossible to be certain that all
birds have been seen, or that none have been
counted more than once. However, doing it at
this time of year, and limiting the count assessment to the adults, we can be certain that most
if not all adult birds were counted as they are
“tied” to their nest territories and unlikely to
move away very far.
Acknowledgements:
Grateful thanks are extended to everyone who
helped in this year’s Wirebird Census, including Denny Leo, Kevin George, Sheila Hillman, Phil Lambdon, Andrew Darlow, Kath
Squires, Laurans Malan, and Robert Kleinjan
and Nicky “Kaiser” Stevens of the Halcrow/
Airport Project Management Unit.
Eddie Duff and Chris Hillman
St Helena National Trust
February 2013

A UK resident is in intensive care after
contracting a potentially fatal Sars-like
virus. The unnamed patient, who has recently travelled to the Middle East and
Pakistan, is being treated in a Manchester hospital after becoming infected with
a new type of coronavirus, the Health
Protection Agency (HPA) said. The latest case brings the total number of confirmed cases across the world to 10, the
HPA added. Coronaviruses are causes of
the common cold but can also include
more severe illness, such as SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome). This
new coronavirus, known as novel coronavirus, was first identified in September 2012 in a patient who died from a severe respiratory infection in June 2012.

photo by Gavin Ellick
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continued from page 7
down the cost of housing such as grey water
recycling and keeping in mind the bias for
local materials.
The competition will run for about five
weeks and at that point the applicants will be
short listed and an exhibition on island and
in London will take place. The exhibition
will be a chance for all islanders to see the
various designs and put forward their views
on each. These views will be taken into consideration by the judging panel which will be

chaired by Governor Capes.
There are three monetary prizes up for grabs
in this competition £2000, £3000 and £4000.
This however will not be the main attraction
for the applicants as the international prestige that goes hand in hand with winning of
a competition such as this. However there is
another possible added incentive, a quote from
the website “The winning designer may be of-

fered the opportunity to oversee the creation
of a housing development with a construction
budget of at least £400,000, for which there
will be a 15% fee”.
The competition runs for five weeks and the
deadline for entries is the 15 March. Further
information is on the St. Helena government
website. www.sainthelena.gov.sh.

opment on the island,” said Tony Earnshaw,
Director of the Physical Environment. “It is
certainly far more development friendly than
the previous policies that we have had. Encouraging a transparent and open approach.
For example meetings for the Planning Board
have been held in public and one of the proposed changes will make that law so Planning
Board meetings will be held in public all the
time without exception.”

In total, there are 11 proposed changes that
Ken describes as minor changes. The consultation will run for a month. Closing dates
for comments, which should be addressed to
Karen Isaac at Essex House Jamestown, is 28
February. Copies of the new Bills are available on the government website, the public
library and the post office.

Half Tree Hollow CDA site

LAND PLANNING
DEVELOPMENT
CONTROL
ORDINANCE

The proposed changes to the 2008 Land Planning Development Control Ordinance is currently out for consultation. The amendments
arose after a review by officials, the Land
Development Control Board and the Natural
Resources, Development and Environment
Committee.
In a press release SHG stated: “During the
review, numerous opportunities to clarify and
simplify the law were identified, and two new
Bills have been prepared – The Land Planning
and Development Control Bill 2013 and the
Building Control Bill 2013.”
Attorney General, Ken Baddon said it was,
“good practice to re-examine a law once it’s
been enforced for a while to see whether it’s
working as well as it could. Things have happened since 2008 which makes it even more
important to look at this; we’ve had the air
access decision for example and the MOU,
which people will have heard about, say that
we should review the land planning law. We
need to protect the natural and built environment because that is a significant part of the
reason tourists might want to come here. So
we need to protect the environment, the heritage. But to also allow tourists to come here
we need new facilities like hotels and guest
houses so a balance must be struck.”
The Land Development Control Plan that was
passed 12 months ago was subject to very
wide consultation has had some effect on the
way the ordinance should work.
“It has laid out a whole new approach to the
way that we manage and encourage devel-

Ken Baddon and Tony Earnshaw
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ST HELENA SNIPPETS

ARTS’ OPEN MORNING

Tuesday morning people were invited to attend and view the work of some of the young
people of Prince Andrew School. An event organised by acting head teacher Vanessa Tissington. Many of the parents took the opportunity to see the art and technology projects
on show the previous evening, when there had
been a parents evening, there were a few officials and invited guest that enjoyed the morning viewing.
Large displays where placed in the foyer with
the artistic pieces of the students that will
make up part of their final GCSE exam results, on show. The art pieces of many different styles and media, combined and displayed,
made a stunning exhibit. For the technology
side of the displays the students showed off
individually made and stylized furniture units
that they had produced. The colours, size and
themes that the students utilised creating these
units were many and varied. These too will be
evaluated and that mark will go towards the individuals final exam result. The added benefit
for these students is that after the exam they
will have an impressive and individualised
furniture piece for their own bedrooms.
The Sentinel caught up with one interested
attendee, Governor Capes and asked what he
thought of the exhibits. He replied “It’s tremendous the first thing that struck me was
just how large these pieces of work are, in the
wood work side of things. It’s on a scale that
I haven’t seen before at school. We probably
all remember when we were at school and the
things that we tried to make. The biggest thing
I would have tried to make would have been
a small table lamp. Nothing as sophisticated
as this so they have done a great job showing
alot of creative ideas.” Although we tried to
press the governor on his favourite piece in the
exhibit he refrained stating, “It would be very
hard to judge, as you can see the amount of
effort that has gone into each piece of work.”
Also looking through the work of the talented youngsters was local business owner

AT PRINCE ANDREW SCHOOL

Megan Young with her art work display
and professional designer Anselmo Pelembe.
When asked about the standard of the art and
the level of design exhibited he said “I was so
surprised, I thought I might just be looking at
small designs on the wall but the quality and
detail of the furniture is just amazing. Some
kids really went the extra mile; I am so impressed with this work.”
Miss Tissington stated that all the feedback
regarding the displays from the previous evening had been very good; she went on to say
that she hoped that this would be the first of
many showcases showing off the skills and talents the young people of the island.
“I feel very proud of the efforts of all the students,” Miss Tissington said.

Jamie Phillips’ work

Jordan Thomas’ art piece

Keisha Peter’s work
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Fast start for the children’s race

SHROVE TUESDAY
As the sun set, Jamestown was full of lively
cheers as youngsters and adults alike flipped
pancakes outside the Canister to celebrate
Shrove Tuesday on 12 February. A large
number of children took part running from
the Canister down to the bottom of the stand
and back, flipping their pancakes along the
way. Kids won “sweets and chocolates, which
was donated by various shops and the RMS
St Helena,” commented Mia Henry, who was
helping to organise the event. Five adults also
took their turn in the races and Faryma Bahrami resulted in the overall winner for the
largest number of pancake tosses, winning
herself a £10 voucher from the Queen Mary
store. Faryma laughed after winning her prize

that the “pancake did not look edible at all! It
looked like play dough that a 3 year old had
played with.”
Laughs erupted from the crowd of an estimated 150 as Colin Peters, the host and DJ, joked
that the pancakes which were in such a state
after being tossed and dropped on the street,
“will sell for 20p after the races.”
Pilling Primary girls then entertained the public with a cheerleading routine which they performed on the Roundabout.
Mia explained that, “live music would play
into the evening, provided by Johnny D’,
Gareth Drabble and Co.” Karaoke also entertained the onlookers. The evening was enjoyed
into the dark under the glow of coloured street
lights erected especially for the occasion.
Funds raised goes to the St James Church.

Gareth Drabble

Jolan at full speed

Adults trying their hand
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ST HELENA SNIPPETS
DAPM ANNUAL VISIT

The annual visit of the Development Aid Planning Mission (DAPM) arrived on Tuesday.
The delegation from the Department for International Development (DFID) will be building
on the three year planning cycle agreed at the
previous DAPM visit in February last year.
The local team negotiating with the DAPM
delegation consists of the Chief Secretary, Financial Secretary and a few councillors. This
includes Tony Green, Chairman of the Finance
Committee. We asked Tony what topics were
up for discussion. “One of the main reasons
for the DAPM team being here is they will be
looking how we’ve done in order to encourage
economic growth,” he replied. Speaking of the
agreed three year budget, “They will expect us
to have spent it wisely,” said Green. The local team will have to demonstrate they intend
to concentrate on economic growth over the
next few years. “I don’t think that economic
development and the returns have come in as
quickly as perhaps DFID had anticipated,” he
said. “We are now beginning to look at some
of the benefits with the establishment of Enterprise St Helena and visit of the Mantis group.
“I think more importantly we’ve also got to
show that, and it’s right for us to remind ourselves that we believe in social development.
We often talk about the economic development, but it cannot go ahead without social development. We’ve got to look after the people
who are less well off. None of us believe that
the poorest and lowest paid are getting suffi-

cient money. But we cannot hike that up overnight.”
A consultant from York University is currently
working on improving the benefits system.
“We’ll never ever be able to pay people what
they want to be paid. We have to look at those
who are really in need. We are looking shortly
at putting in the minimum wage. Our task is to
look after both the economic development and
the social society,” confirmed the councillor.
“I don’t know what the DAPM team are going
to say, but I don’t expect them to walk in with
an open cheque book.” SHG’s annual budget
from UK Government is around £24million
per year.

IMPORT DUTY ON
SPECTACLES AND
HEARING

Presenting a paper to Executive Council
(ExCo) last week was Councillor Cyril Gunnell. The paper discussed the affects of the increase in the price of spectacles and hearing
aids, after 20 % import duty was applied to the
cost in April 2012.
In his speech, Gunnell told the five ExCo
members that, “This has resulted in some
people declining their appointments for examination. Others, it has been reported, have
decided to not even seek an examination. This
is worrying and very unfortunate, because everyone has the right to good eyesight and no
one should be deterred from seeking medical
attention.”

HERE ARE THE WEATHER READINGS
FROM THE MET OFFICE AT BOTTOM
WOODS AND ANRD AT SCOTLAND FOR
THE PAST TWO WEEKS.
w/e 7/2/13 Bottom Wood
Min temp
17.1C
Max temp
23.8C
Mean temp 19.9C
Total sunshine 22.7 hours
Total rainfall 6.6mm
Mean w/speed
13.2 knots

Scotland
16C
21C
18.8C
22.6 hours
3.8mm

w/e 14/2/13 Bottom Wood
Min temp
17.4C
Max temp
24.1C
Mean temp 20.1C
Total sunshine 40.1 hours
Total rainfall 4.8mm
Mean w/speed
12.3 knots

Scotland
17C
23C
19.4C
33.6 hours
5.9mm

An average of approximately 1000 patients
visit the optician annually. Those requiring
a spectacle prescription spend between £40
to £200 and £700 on hearing aids. In an interview with the Sentinel, Gunnell explained
the relationship between the Optometrist and
SHG, “It’s a private one between the patient
and the Optometrist, Priscilla Brown. The
Health Directorate facilitates, by providing a
room, providing a nurse to assist and they issue glasses when they are received to the island.”
Gunnell asked ExCo members to consider reducing the additional import duty to 5%. Since
ExCo’s meeting, progress has been made.
“You will be aware that Executive Council
supported the case,” said Gunnell on Monday,
11 February, “following on from that meeting,
the Financial Secretary, was to go away and
find the best means of trying to assist the people. Executive Council were concerned that
this would introduce an untargeted subsidy, if
everyone received the same benefit.” Gunnell
said that he had been informed that a new arrangement had been made by Financial Secretary, Colin Owen.
The full details of the new arrangement are
yet to be officially announced by Director of
Health, Carol George.

ST HELENA GOVERNMENT

SHG requires a Manager of Buildings to work in the Lands & Buildings
Section of the Physical Environment Directorate
The Manager, Buildings must be a well organised person with highly
developed interpersonal skills and lead and champion the effective
and efficient development, operation and maintenance of the Crown
Estate buildings, with strategic responsibility for various operations
and maintenance team.
Candidates should possess an HND in Building Surveying along with
proficient I.T. skills and at least 5 years experience in a senior
management position.
Salary for the post is Grade F, commencing at £12,241 per annum.
Closing date for applications is Friday 22 February 2013.
For further information please look on the SHG website or view the
notice board in the foyer of the HR Directorate, at the Castle,
Jamestown.
Application forms and information packs are available from the
Physical Environment and Human Resources Directorates.

Barbara A George (Mrs) Assoc CIPD
Director of Human Resources
5 February 2013
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CATS AND KITTIES ON ST HELENA

There are 3 kinds of furry feline here on island. The domestic pets that many of us have,
the feral or wild cats that live short, hard lives
scavenging for themselves...and the ones inbetween.
St Helena is saturated with cats and recently,
there have been many abandoned young cats
and kittens reported to the St Helena SPCA
which have kept the voluntary members very
busy. This is not a new problem on St Helena.
A pet cat that has not been neutered or cut (a
very simple operation) mates with another unneutered cat and Bingo!....another litter of 3 -6
kittens that are never easy to re-home which
means that more and more are having to be euthanased or put to sleep.
Litters often-times are removed from their
mothers at too young an age before they are
ready to be weaned which creates a traumatic,
unhappy situation for the mother and the kit-

tens.
There are populations of feral cats on St Helena which are known about and do help to keep
rat and mice populations down where they are
a problem but these cats need to be caught,
neutered and released to prevent populations
from exploding.
St Helena SPCA has been dealing with
“dumped” kittens in various parts of the island
and it seems that some folk mistakenly believe
that somehow, young cats and kittens can just
fend for themselves and hunt for mice, rats and
birds which, of course, they have not got the
skill to do, and wherever there are wild cats,
our endangered wirebird eggs and chicks will
always be easy prey.
Most of these kittens let go in “The Run” or
elsewhere will become quickly dehydrated
and malnourished and even if they do manage
to survive, will become flea and worm ridden
and have poor resistance to disease such as cat
flu, or toxoplasmosis which can live in the soil
and can be transmitted to humans, particularly
causing problems for pregnant women. These
cats often become involved in fights or accidents and have to live with infections, illness
and injuries that cannot be helped.
Pet ownership is a real responsibility that we
should all take seriously so that our animals
on island can look forward to worthwhile lives
with owners that care for them.
• Young male and female cats must by law be
neutered, micro-chipped and licensed by 7
months old.
• The operation is simple and inexpensive

(contact the veterinary dept at ANRD on 4724
for advice).
• Male neutered cats live longer, wander less
away from home, don’t feel the need to mark
and urinate and definitely smell sweeter!
• Female spayed cats don’t become run down
after endless pregnancies and tend to be a
healthier cat.
• Cats should not be removed from their mothers before 7 - 8weeks old as they are very reliant on the nutrients that only cat milk can
provide.
• A kitten should be kept in at its new home for
2 weeks so that it can bond to both the owner
and the home before it discovers the outside.
• Kittens and cats require 2 -3 meals each day
of wet and dry cat food (necessary for dental
health) which has all the correct nutrients for
good health.
• They need access to fresh water to drink
• They need a comfortable place to sleep such
as a cat bed or blanket.
• They need companionship and affection from
their owners. The more a cat interacts with its
human, the more personality and friendliness
it develops
• Regular 4 – 6 week spot-on flea and worm
treatments available from ANRD on Wednesday afternoons or from the mobile clinic that
calls at The Parade in town on the last Friday
of each month 12-2pm.
SPCA would like to ask the public to contact
them about cats, kittens or puppies that are unwanted or found abandoned so that their welfare can be taken care of by phoning the SPCA
number (2999) or Julie Balchin on 4369.
Contributed by SPCA.

BENEFITS OF TURMERIC (CURCUMIN)
Turmeric is a spice that originates from India and is commonly used in curries. Turmeric has antioxidant, antibacterial
and anti-inflammatory qualities that make it beneficial for several health issues.
In India, where Turmeric powder is consumed daily, only 1% of those aged 65years and older develop Alzheimer’s disease. It prevents and slows the progression of Alzheimer’s disease by removing amyloyd plaque build-up
in the brain.
Turmeric has demonstrated anti-cancer effects in skin, breast, lung and prostate cancers, the incidence of which are all
10 times lower in India when compared to the United States. See a study published in “Anticancer Research” in 2003
for more details. Turmeric also has its own antioxidant and free-radical scavenging properties and enhances the body’s
immune system. In fact, Turmeric extract has been tested as a more potent antioxidant than garlic and devil’s claw.
In addition to preventing stomach inflammation, Turmeric provides additional gastrointestinal benefits such
as reducing heartburn and indigestion, moderating the symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome, and Crohn’s disease,
according to the University of Maryland Medical Center.
Due to Turmeric’s strong anti-inflammatory properties, Turmeric powder can be used topically and internally
to reduce joint and soft tissue inflammations. Clinically, Turmeric has proven to work as well as cortisone or phenylbutazone for rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis and postoperative inflammation, reports the “International Journal of
Clinical Pharmacology, Therapy and Toxicology.”
Turmeric has long been used in Chinese medicine as a treatment for depression
Turmeric in foods is considered safe. It can be added to stews, casseroles and salads. It is advisable to talk to your doctor before taking Turmeric supplements, however, as they are concentrated and can affect certain medications such as
Diabetes or blood thinning medications. Turmeric supplements should not be used by people with gallstones or bile
obstruction or pregnant women.
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Thanks to
Barbara Osborne
for supplying roses
for this
shoot

V

alentine’s
Valentine’s Day is believed to
have originated from a Roman
celebration in the fifth century.

This celebration paid tribute to St Valentine,
a Catholic priest. Valentine’s Day has grown
immensely since then and every year around 1 billion
Valentine cards are sent across the world.
After Christmas it’s a single largest seasonal card-sending occasion.
Cupid has become the symbol of Valentine’s Day because he was the son of Venus, the Roman god of love and beauty. This little cherub often appears on Valentine cards and gifts
armed with a bow and magical arrows believed to arouse feelings of love. Anyone shot in
the heart by one of Cupid’s arrows would fall hopelessly in love.
If you are one of the unfortunates and don’t have someone for Valentine, don’t despair
you are not alone. In
Korea, if you do not receive any gift on Valentine’s Day then all the
singles go to Korean
restaurants and eat
black noodles to mourn
their single status.

SENTINEL
VALENTINE
SHOOT
We have indulged in a
Sentinel photo shoot this week
to celebrate Valentine’s Day.
Our Sentinel Miss Valentine is
20 year old St Helena stunner,
Cherilee Cranfield, a qualified
teacher assistant from Half Tree
Hollow. Cherilee teaches at Pilling
Primary to year groups 3/4 and she
loves her kids. We asked Cherilee
a few questions.
What qualities do you look
for in a man?
Funny, tall, good looking
and someone who can cook
because I can’t!
Dream man?
Channing Tatum.
Most romantic thing
anyone has ever
done?
Cooked a meal for
me. I especially
like pasta.
Around the
world,
teachers
receive the
most cards
on
Valentine’s
Day!

Ideal date?
Dancing and a night out on the town.
Favourite book?
Twilight Series
Favourite movie?
Anything scary, Scream, Halloween...
What you do in your spare time?
Dancing, socialising and hanging out, I like being around people and playing cards.
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TIME OUT

COFFEE
BREAK
HUMOUR

After she woke up, a woman told her husband, “I just dreamed you
gave me a diamond necklace for Valentine’s Day. What do you think
it means?” “You’ll know tonight,” he said. That evening the husband
came home with a small package and gave it to his wife. Delighted,
she opened it to find a book entitled “The Meaning of Dreams.”
-----An old man and woman were married for years even though they hated
each other. When they had a confrontation, screams and yelling could
be heard deep into the night. A constant statement was heard by the
neighbours who feared the man the most.
“When I die I will dig my way up and out of the grave to come back
and haunt you for the rest of your life!”
They believed he practiced black magic and was responsible for missing cats and dogs, and strange sounds at all hours. He was feared and
enjoyed the respect it garnished.
He died abruptly under strange circumstances and the funeral had a
closed casket. After the burial, the wife went straight to the local bar
and began to party as if there was no tomorrow.
The gaiety of her actions were becoming extreme while her neighbours
approached in a group to ask these questions: Are you not afraid? Concerned? Worried? that this man who practiced black magic and stated
when he died he would dig his way up and out of the grave to come
back and haunt you for the rest of your life?
The wife put down her drink and said, “Let the jerk dig. I had him
buried upside down.”

WUZZLE
A wuzzle is a saying/phrase that is made up of a display of words, in an
interesting way. The object is to try to figure out the well-known saying,
person, place, or thing that each wuzzle is meant to represent.

FUN QUOTES

“Love is grand; divorce is
a hundred grand.”

TIME TO REBOOT - Going back to 14 February
1984: Jayne Torvill and Christopher Dean were crowned the Olympic ice skating champions
after scooping gold in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. More than 24 million people watched the British
couple score maximum points at the Zetra Stadium for their slow, sensuous free dance performance of Ravel’s Bolero. It was an overwhelming St Valentine’s Day victory for the duo in an
event traditionally dominated by Soviet skaters. They scored 12 out of 18 possible sixes for their
free dance and the maximum possible of nine sixes for artistic impression.
1997: Jurors at the inquest into the death of Stephen Lawrence decided the black teenager was unlawfully killed “in a
completely unprovoked racist attack by five white youths”. The condemnatory words of the jurors at Southwark Crown
Court went far beyond the normally bland verdicts of “unlawful” or “accidental” death or, in cases of doubt, an “open”
verdict. The jurors’ decision reflected the strong feelings generated by the Lawrence murder four years earlier for which
no-one has yet been convicted. Stephen Lawrence, 18, was killed in April 1993 as he waited with a friend at a bus stop
in Eltham, south-east London.

PEOPLE

... Cultural
Heritage
Sites on St.
Helena
1. Jamestown
2. Historic Ship
Wreaks
3. Lemon Valley
Fortification

Adam Wolfe
If you would like to take part, we need a good picture of you (which
we can do) and your top 3 - it could be your top 3 movies, songs,
books or cars. It could be your top 3 places on St Helena, or top 3
achievements. The more interesting the better chance of being chosen,
as we will only print 1 per week! Email: news@shbc.sh with subject
heading, top 3.

Answers on page 19

Famous Birthdays
14 Feb - 20 Feb
Michael Jordan - 50
NBA Player (17 Feb)
Paris Hilton - 32
US Celebrity (17 Feb)
John Travolta - 58
US Actor (18 Feb)
Rihanna - 25
Barbados Singer
(20 Feb)

DID YOU KNOW...

Valentines Day

• Approximately 25 per cent of all greeting cards purchased each year are Valentines! According to the Greeting Card Association, all the Valentines exchanged each
year add up to approximately 1 billion love notes.
• People in the Middle Ages believed they would marry
the first unmarried person of the opposite sex they met on
Valentine’s Day!
• Lovers, spouses and other strangers buy more than 50
million roses for their significant others each Valentine’s
Day!
• Cupid, the winged child who pierces the hearts of his
victims, causing them to fall in love, was known in Greek
mythology as Eros, the son of Aphrodite, the goddess of
love.
•In Colombia, Valentines Day is celebrated in September
and Brazil, Valentine’s Day, otherwise known as the Day
of the Enamored, is on 12 June. In Israel, Tu B’Av is the
holiday of love, celebrated in late summer.
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Bringing together like minded people with a purpose
“NEW ECONOMIC FORUM EVENT”
Focusing on the partnering of Government and the private sector in driving
economic development on St Helena

Date – 07 March 2013/Time 08h45 – 15h45
Venue – Prince Andrew School

HOT TOPICS OF DISCUSSION
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Managing the economy - How does the private sector survive before the airport is operational
Streamlining of Government processes and becoming more accessible to the Public (No more red tape)
Building trust, partnerships and bridging gaps between members of the public and Government Councils,
Directorates etc.
Government taking responsibility for infrastructure – urgent and near future needs
Significance of local statistics and market information
Empowering our youth through career guidance, skills development, youth development programmes
and mentorship
How will the local private sector be able to compete with inward investors who have more resources and
access to more services
Residential and Commercial Development of Districts on St Helena
Going ”Green” on St Helena

A pivotal day in the Economic Development of St Helena
Stalls to showcase your products, services or host information sessions

still available
Show your interest to attend or book your stall by calling
Verline Leo 3914/2012 or email leosplanets@gmail.com
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Still no winner!
Game 2, Week 4 – Green Card
60 numbers called in order from left to right:
7
52
61
89
15
16
88
27
58
78
12
25

40
59
83
6
35
38
68
30
62
53
45
71

81
67
90
80
55
63
60
39
49
87
23
17

43
11
77
37
36
73
26
33
56
75
47
14

13
86
50
70
79
1
84
57
69
48
28
9

•If you have a full house please bring the whole book to
Y&T before 5pm on Monday 28 January
•This draw playing for the £150 first prize.
•In the event of more than one full house the winner is
decided on the lowest number called moving left to right
•If more than one winner on the same number then prize
is shared
•Numbers called using www.bingoport.co.uk number
generator

WUZZLE SOLUTIONS
1. Last Dance
2. For Crying Out Loud
3. Inground Pool
4. No TV for a Week
5. High Frequency
6. Sit Ups

FOR SALE Nissan Skyline, R33, 2.5
Silver in colour. Contact 3887 or email
kim.yon@cwimail.sh if interested.
Sylvia Buckley will
have a variety of

pot plants
on sale
in the Jamestown
Market
on Thursday, 21
February,
from 7.30am
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ϮϱƚŚͲϮϴƚŚ&ĞďƌƵĂƌǇ

KƉĞŶŝŶŐdŝŵĞƐ͗Ύ
ϮƉŵͲϲƉŵ

KŶ&ƌŝĚĂǇϭƐƚDĂƌĐŚĨƌŽŵϮƉŵͲϱƉ
ƐĞƌŝĞƐŽĨŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝǀĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ
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Ϯ͗ϬϬƉŵ
Ϯ͗ϬϱƉŵ
Ϯ͗ϯϱƉŵ
ϯ͗ϬϱƉŵ
ϯ͗ϯϱƉŵ
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XEMHFWWRLQWHUHVWH[FHHGLQJPLQLPXPQXPEHUUHTXLUHPHQWV%RRNHGRQDILUVWFRPHILUVWVHUYHGEDVLV
ͲϱƉŵĂƚƚĞŶĚĂƐƉĞĐŝĂů
ŽŶƐ;ƐĞĞďĞůŽǁͿďĂƐĞĚŽŶ
ĚƵĐĞƉůĂŶŶĞĚǁŽƌŬĨŽƌƚŚĞ
ĞůŝǀĞƌĞĚďǇŵĞŵďĞƌƐŽĨƚŚĞ
ƌŽǁŶ͘







,ĞůĞŶĂΖƐ&ŝƐŚ
ƉŚŝŶƐ









ĂƚDĂƉƉŝŶŐ 

*The venue will be opened from 10am but earlier times have been allocated for school
participation. If you would like to visit during the day to look around you are most welcome.

ĞĂŶŶŽƌŶŶĂůĞĂͮdĞů͗ϮϮϳϬǆƚϮϭϯͮŵĂŝů͗ŵĐŽΛĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ͘ŐŽǀ͘ƐŚ
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GUIDING NEWS contributed by Ivy Ellick

Marlene and Alice
The St Helena Guide Association held its Annual General Meeting at Plantation House by
kind invitation of Mrs Tamara Capes, President of the Association, on 28 January, 2013.
The meeting was well attended by Guide
Leaders and members of the Council. Minutes of the AGM held in 2012 were accepted
and signed. The President went through the
matters arising and comments recorded.
Reports were presented by the Commissioner
who gave an account of the activities that the
guides units had embarked upon during the
year; the Treasurer produced an audited statement of the accounts which showed that the
finances were in a healthy state. The Friends
of Guiding, a group of young enthusiastic
women worked hard at raising funds to support guiding activities on the island and they
were commended for devoting their spare time
to ensure that funding is available as and when
needed.
It was obvious from the Commissioner’s report that Guiding continues to be an attractive organisation for our young people, and
long may this last. During the past year there

were 120 members in Rainbows, Brownies,
Guides and the Guide Senior Section. The
highlights of the year beyond any doubt were
the celebrations pertaining to Her Majesty the
Queen‘s Jubilee and the conclusion of the 90th
anniversary of Guiding in St Helena. Both
events were celebrated on different occasions
and enjoyed by all. Camping for guides and
overnight sleep outs for Brownies are always
popular and guides look forward to these annual events.
The election of officers agenda item was quite
lively – the Commissioner Mrs Marlene Yon
had previously indicated that she would be
stepping down this year and her place has
been taken by Ms Alice Greentree. Marlene
was, for a number of years a Rainbow Guide
leader and became Guide Commissioner in
2003. Many changes have taken place during
her time as Commissioner which brought numerous challenges for her and guiding on St
Helena, i.e. keeping abreast of changes to the
guide programme, the various anniversaries
and celebrations which had to be organised to
name a few. In her closing speech the Presi-

dent, thanked Marlene and commended her
for her dedication and commitment to guiding. Marlene was also given recognition for
her work with guiding by the UK Guide Association and was awarded the Laurel Wreath
in 2011.
The new Commissioner Ms Alice Greentree
was a Brownie, Guide and Ranger during her
early years. She then became a Brownie helper
in Jamestown and later became leader of the
St.Paul’s Ranger Unit. She was up until her
new appointment, a Senior Section Leader.
She is now semi retired and during her working career was a teacher, then a Head Teacher
and the last post she held was that of Education Officer (Primary). With this background
Alice is well equipped with the tremendous
task and challenge ahead and we wish her well
in her new role as our island commissioner.
The next major activity for the Guide Movement will be the celebration of Thinking Day
on the 23rd February which will be held this
year at the Harford Community Centre. The
theme for the day is raising awareness of the
health care and welfare of mother and child.
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FaithMatters
Rector John Brady
Believing and receiving grace.
Then behold, they brought to him a paralytic
Lying on a bed, When Jesus saw their faith,
He said to the Paralytic, ‘’Son, be of good
cheer: your sins are forgiven you’’
Matthew 9:2

Message
Our endeavours are crowned by God’s grace
if they are defined by faith.
Elaboration
In order to enter into the nearness of God, human beings must also do their part, above and
beyond the drawing Love of God. Obstacles
can suddenly come up, and these must be
overcome or moved out of the way if we
want to attend a divine service for example.
We must find a way to break free of our daily
activities. Some have to make more of an
effort in order to achieve this and others less.
The question as to why there are such differences is one for which we do not yet have an
answer today.
Faith allows us to experience God
Our Bible text relates that a sick man was
carried to the Lord. This was associated with
great effort on the part of his friends. When
Jesus perceived this. He praised the motivation behind their efforts, namely their faith.
Faith was thus required in order to experience
the power of God (cf Hebrews 11:6)
This provides us with a gauge for our experience of God’s nearness in the divine service.
It is not through outward effort, but rather
through our faith that we experience the
salvific activity of the Lord upon us, because
those who believe ‘’will be saved’’
(cf Mark 16: 16).
‘’Son …’’
What a close relationship is experience by
this beautiful address! The grace of childhood in God has been granted to us in Holy
Sealing. This relationship is also based on the
foundation of Love, and as a result we can
hear the voice of our Heavenly Father over all
the other voices around us. Let us only follow
this voice (cf John 10:27).
‘’ Be of good cheer’’
What an encouraging sign of the nearness
of God! To this day, He invites all to come
to Him with all their joys and burdens. With
Him the soul find refreshment and rest (cf
Matthews 11: 28-29). It is grace that He accepts each and every one who comes before
Him with gratitude, petitions, or intercessions. There is nothing that anyone would
suppress. We can be of good cheer when we
open our hearts to the Lord in prayer and feel
new security and confidence enter in. believers can even be of good cheer when their
original expectations are not fulfilled.
‘’Your sins are forgiven you’’

Even though we read in Scripture that the
Lord Jesus forgave sins on several occasions,
it was an exception every time. We receive
this grace in every divine service. Already
therein we can recognise the magnitude of
His act of grace, because He has ‘’wiped out
the handwriting of requirements that was
against us, which was contrary to us. And He
has taken it out of the way, having nailed it to
the cross’’ (Colossians 2:14). Weakness and
imperfections are there – but when the Lord
forgives, our accuser must be silent before the
throne of God. In remorse and willingness to
reconcile, let us earnestly seek the grace of
forgiveness, but this grace must likewise be
accepted in faith, and the sacrifice of Jesus
must be praised. In faith we can ‘’come
boldly to the throne of grace, that may obtain
mercy and find grace to help in times of
need’’ (Hebrews 4; 16). Hope this message
brings you much strength in your life of Faith
God Bless.
Seventh Day Adventist
Saturday 16 February
9:15- 10:40am- Sabbath School
11:00- 12:00- Divine Service
2:00- 3:00pm - Pathfinder Programme
Monday 18 February
Bible Study at home of Pam and Lionel
Joshua.
Tuesday 19 February
7:00pm- Bible study at Guinea Grass, (home
of Andrew & Shara Robinson)
Wednesday 20 February
7:30- 8:30pm- Prayer Meeting in Church
Thursday 21 February
7:00pm- Prayer Meeting at Longwood Community Centre.
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
For more information, contact Pastor Clack
Tel No. 2267
Email: grace4grabs@gmail.com
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday 17th February
1) 8.45 am Divine Service, Sandy Bay Chapel
2) 10.45 am Divine Service,
Head O’Wain Chapel
3) 7.00 pm Divine Service,
Jamestown Schoolroom
Preachers: 1) Stedson Peters
2) Vincent March
3) Nick Williams
10.00 am Sunday School, Baptist Manse
Tuesday 19th February
5.00pm Bible Studies, Cape Villa
7.30pm Bible Studies,
Jamestown Schoolroom
Wednesday 20th February
7.30pm Bible Studies, Deadwood at home of
Winnie Thomas
Thursday 21st February
5.30pm Bible Studies, Sandy Bay Chapel
7.30pm Bible Studies, Blue Hill
(Home of Francie and Beattie Peters)
For more info contact Pastor Graeme Beckett
Email: graemebbeckett@gmail.com
Tel.
2388

DIOCESE OF SAINT HELENA
SUNDAY 17 FEBRUARY 2013
The Cathedral Parish of Saint Paul.
Sunday 17 February, First Sunday of Lent.
8.00 am. Eucharist,
Cathedral.
10.00 am. Eucharist,
Cathedral.
3.30 pm. Eucharist,
Saint Peter.
Thursday 21 February,
African Martyrs.
10.00 am. Eucharist,
Saint Swithin.
Sunday 24 February, Second Sunday of Lent.
8.00 am. Eucharist,
Cathedral.
11.00 am. Eucharist,
Saint Andrew.
11.15 am. Eucharist,
Saint Helena.
5.30 pm. Evening Prayer,
Cathedral.
The Parish of Saint James.
Sunday 17 February, First Sunday of Lent.
9.30am. Eucharist,
Saint James.
Wednesday 20 February
7.30 am. Eucharist,
Saint James.
Thursday 21 February,
African Martyrs.
7.00 pm. Eucharist with Healing, Saint John.
Sunday 24 February, Second Sunday of Lent.
10 am. Eucharist,
Saint James.
7.00 pm. Evening Prayer,
Saint John.
The Parish of Saint Matthew.
Sunday 17 February, First Sunday of Lent.
8. 00 am. Eucharist,
Saint Matthew.
11.00 am. Eucharist,
Levelwood Community Centre.
7.00 pm. Eucharist,
Saint Mark.
Tuesday 19 February
7.00 pm. Eucharist,
Saint Mark.
Sunday 24 February, Second Sunday of Lent.
11.00 am. Eucharist,
Saint Matthew.
Activities at the Army this
weekend

Sunday 17th February
JAM CLUB at 10am at HTH Hall
Praise and Worship Service at the Half Tree
Hollow Hall at 6.30pm. This will be followed
by refreshments. All are welcome.
Monday 18th February
Mums and Toddlers group at 10am at the Half
Tree Hollow Hall.
There is always a warm welcome for you at
the Salvation Army.
If you would like to know more about The
Salvation Army’s activities, contact Lt. Coral
Yon on telephone nos 2703/4358.
BAHA’I FAITH
www.sthelenabahai.org
BAHA’I CENTRE
Gumwoods

DEVOTIONAL MEETING
Thursday 14th.February 2013, 8pm.
“ The source of courage and power is
the promotion of the Word of God and
steadfastness in His Love.”
Baha’u’llah
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Mobile Banking February 2013
Bank of St Helena would like to advise the public that Mobile Banking will take place again as of
Thursday 21 February 2013, in the following areas:
Cashiers Office at ANRD Scotland
Longwood Supermarket
HTH Supermarket

Thursday, 21 February, 9:30 - 1:00pm
Friday, 22 February, 9:30 - 2:30pm
Monday, 25 February, 09.30 - 1:00pm

Save yourself the trip into Jamestown and have all your bills paid, make a withdrawal or a
deposit, request the balance of your account, set up your standing order, you can even open a new
account - all of this and much more from your nearest mobile banking station..

Head Office: Market Street · Jamestown · St. Helena · South Atlantic · STHL 1ZZ
Tel: +290 2390 · Fax: +290 2553 · e-mail: info@sainthelenabank.com
Established and regulated in St. Helena under the Financial Services Ordinance, 2008 and the Bank of St. Helena Ordinance, 2003

AVES Courses for March 2013 Part 1. Are you interested?
Course Title
Conflict & Stress
Management
Fundamentals
Conflict & Stress
Management
Intermediate
Fire Safety

Date

Time

Trainer

Venue

Closing date

05 March 2013

th

9am-3:45pm

9am-3:45pm

AVES Lecture
Room/AVES IT
Suite
AVES Lecture
Room/AVES IT
Suite
AVES Lecture
Room/ Ladder
Hill
AVES IT Suite

22 February
2013

th

Shelley Smith via
Skype/Angela
Benjamin
Shelley Smith via
Skype/Angela
Benjamin
Fire Personnel

Microsoft Outlook
2010

13 & 15 March
2013

06 March 2013
th

th

th

13 , 20 & 27
March 2013
th

th

9am-12pm

9am12:30pm

Mark Yon

nd

nd

22 February
2013
th

27 February
2013
th

27 February
2013

Note: These are individual courses. Spaces are limited to 12 people.
Spaces will only be confirmed upon receipt of registration forms by the
closing date stated in the table.
For further information and registration forms please contact Reception at AVEC
On telephone 2613 or email: info@aves.gov.sh
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The Jamestown Visioning Document, now on display upstairs at the Canister, is intended as
a discussion document to drive the development of a Masterplan for Jamestown, which will
help direct decision making by SHG, the Planning Board, individuals and businesses.
Your comments, suggestions and questions are welcome.
Hard copies of the document can be viewed upstairs at the Canister, Monday to Friday 11.00 to 13.00,
and on Saturdays 10.00 to 13.00.
Written comments can be left in the confidential dropbox at the Canister.
Digital copies are available from the Tourism Office, upstairs at the Canister and from ESH offices at
Ladder Hill. Please bring along your own memory stick.
An online link to download the document is also available. Please note this is a large document.
Contact Matt Joshua at ESH for the link.
Emailed comments should be addressed to matt.joshua@esh.co.sh.
Closing date for comments is Friday 5th April.

Environmental Management Directorate
Government of St Helena
St Helena Island
South Atlantic Ocean
STHL 1ZZ

PUBLIC NOTICE
DISPOSAL OF SHG VEHICLES
The Transport Division of the Physical Environment Directorate
wishes to dispose of the following items by public tender:-

1ST JANUARY 2013 TO 31ST MARCH 2013

Matbro Front-End Loader (SHG 100)
LDV Pilot Van (SHG 93)
Bedford Tipper Truck (SHG 96)
Ford Fiesta (SHG 130)
Ford Fiesta (SHG 265)
Ford Fiesta (SHG 266)
Ford Fiesta (SHG 267)
Ford Fiesta (SHG 268)
Ford Fiesta (SHG 279)
Rover 800 Saloon car (SHG 91)

DURING THIS PERIOD SPEAR FISHING IS NOT
ALLOWED AT ANY TIME OR PLACE IN
ST HELENA’S WATERS.

These items will be sold on an “as is” basis; viewing of these items
will be at the Garage Complex, Donkey Plain on Saturday 23rd February2013, between the hours of 11 am and 2pm. Tender forms will
be available on the day of viewing.
All tenders must be submitted in a plain sealed envelope marked
Tender Reference SHG Vehicles and placed in the Tender Box, at
Carnarvon Court by no later than noon on Friday, 1st March 2013.
Mr Dave Malpas
Acting Transport Infrastructure Manager

CLOSED SEASON FOR SPEAR FISHING

February 2013

The Spear Guns (Control) Ordinance CAP 91 states that during
a closed season, no person shall have a spear gun in his
possession on or within twenty metres of any tidal water or
upon any beach or foreshore or while swimming or while in
any vessel.
During this time most fish are at the spawning stage and it is
therefore necessary to put measures in place to allow a
period of sanctuary for marine life to breed and grow into
sustainable resources. The aim of the controlled season is not
to stop people from enjoying the sea and its life but to
respect our oceans and its resources.
Elizabeth Clingham
Marine Conservation Officer
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NEW ARCHITECT FOR SHG
Sherrilee Phillips, SHBC

James Stewart
A new addition to the St Helena Government,
is Architect, James Stewart. Based in Essex
House, Jamestown, he steps into the newly
established role of Architectural Conservation and Development Officer, on a two year
contract. “I understand this is a role that was
created because there was need for professional architectural input,” said James in an
interview last week. “David Taylor, who’s the
Head of Planning, was doing a role that really
crossed over into that, into architect. He took
a lot of very skilful initiatives in addressing
the issues of planning that run parallel to the
issues of the built environment and the need
for conservation and care for heritage, which,
of course, is one of the island’s great assets.”
For James, his brief is to participate in, oversee
and direct the conservation and development
of projects that are taking place in the built environment. “It’s to look at the issues pertaining
to the heritage buildings and the new buildings
that are currently being constructed and proposed for the island,” he explained.
With Enterprise St Helena in charge of growing the island’s economy, there has already
been architectural links reported on over recent months. Having just arrived on island (5
January), James was unable to answer whether
he would become involved with such activity,
clarifying, “That’s not a role I’ve been briefed
on and you must understand that I’ve only
been on the island for a short time and so I’m
still to be briefed fully on the whole scope of
work.” He continued, “but, when you come
to the island, you find that your brief is much
broader than initially expected, as a result of

the need. If there is only one architect here,
inevitably you’re going to get asked questions
about architecture. Whether it’s in conservation, development or new build. It’s a broad
canvas and I expect to be asked lots of questions that are not specifically within my brief
and I expect to have to respond to those appropriately, and in fact, that makes the job very
enjoyable.”
James told the Sentinel that he felt as though
he had been, “parachuted in, for want of a
better word, at a time when huge changes are
coming to this really lovely place. I’m very
conscious that Saints have to be brought with
us because it’s theirs. I’m an outsider and a
privileged outsider too. So I consider my job
to enable the Saints to come a long with this
process in a good way.”
He went on to talk about his first impressions
of the buildings on island, drawing on the
heritage of Jamestown. “I’ve been looking at
very old etchings of Jamestown that relate to
Napoleon’s time in the 1800’s,” James said,
“and the town is exactly the same. You can
recognise the buildings and they’ve hardly
changed. It’s really quite extraordinary to
see that. There are some very fine buildings
here. The new developments, the cinder block
bungalows that have been built, they respond
to the need for Saints to be able to have good
housing, at an affordable price, within the economic constraints of their environment. They
are the kind of a type that belongs to the island
now in a way.”

ST HELENA MAGISTRATES’
COURT REPORT 7TH
FEBRUARY 2013
Damien Clint William Benjamin (27) of Upper Jamestown plead guilty to charges of affray, two counts of assaulting police officers,
criminal damage and resisting police officers
in the execution of their duty. Mr Benjamin,
as a consequence, also appeared on charges
of assault occasioning actual bodily harm and
affray for which Mr Benjamin had previously
received a suspended sentence of 8 months
imprisonment. Sentencing on all matters was
adjourned for a Pre-Sentence Report. Mr Benjamin was remanded in custody.
Damien Elroy Benjamin (23) of Smith’s
point, Levelwood plead guilty to driving
whilst 56% over the prescribed alcohol limit.
Mr Benjamin was fined £180.00 with £15.00
costs and disqualified from driving for the
minimum period of 3 years in view of his having a similar previous conviction in the last 5
years.
Craig Rex Henry (21) of Thompson’s Hill
plead guilty to criminal damage and domestic
common assault. Sentence was adjourned for a
Pre-Sentence Report.
John Martin Williams (39) of Seaview had
originally been sentenced to a probation order
for one year to run from the 10th February
2011. This was in respect of a charge of sexual
assault of a child. This case had been reviewed
by the Supreme Court in 2011. The Supreme
Court disapproved of the original sentence of
one year probation and indicated that the defendant should have been sentenced to at least
18 months imprisonment. The defendant had
almost completed the original probation order at the time of this review by the Supreme
Court. Accordingly the Chief Justice felt constrained by law to do other than increase the
probation order to a period of two years. At
this court an application was made by the Offender Management Service to further vary
this order. The Court concluded that control
and monitoring of the Defendant was still
required for the public protection. The Court
was therefore satisfied that there was cause to
further vary the probation order and extended
the same to the maximum period allowed by
law namely three years.
Sanjay Ross Craig Williams (17) of Longwood had been sentenced to a two years probation order (with an unpaid community work
requirement and an alcohol restriction order)
for affray. Mr Williams admitted breaching
this order by failing to attend for one meeting as directed by his Offender Manager. The
court adjourned sentence for 4 weeks to monitor future compliance with the order prior to
determining the appropriate sentence on the
breach.
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You are about to get creative!
The Chamber of Commerce is presenting
“NEW ECONOMIC FORUM EVENT”
Focusing on the partnering of Government and the private sector in driving
economic development on St Helena
To raise awareness surrounding the importance of economic development on Saint
Helena, we thought it a great idea for you to invite someone to this event with an
invitation you have personally designed.
The student with the most creative invitation designed in the following age groups (5-7)
(8 – 11) (12 – 14) (15-17) will win a monetary prize of £20 and a surprise. Your school for
participating will also receive 100 hot dogs and rolls to sell for a profit.
Entries must be returned to school by Monday 25 February.
A draw will take place to decide the winner on Friday 08 March
All winners will be notified on 11 March.
Design an invitation for someone you know who is really interested in the future of St Helena, owns a
business or wants to start a business. The invitation can be made of any recyclable material, be in any
format, dimension, 3D etc, but must have the following information in any order to qualify.

1)
2 )NEW ECONOMIC FORUM EVENT
3) Date:07 March 2013
4) Time:08h45 – 15h45
5) Venue: Prince Andrew School

6) Your Name………cordially invites…….. 7) Name of the recipient and e-mail address
The person you invite will receive a personal invitation from the Chamber of Commerce to attend the NEF
event, where they will be able to view the invitation you personally created for them.

All entries will be showcased at the NEW ECONOMIC FORUM EVENT to be hosted
at PAS on the 7 March.
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Finance available from ESH for businesses on St Helena
If you have a business idea that you think will be successful but require some financial assistance to
help you then the options below should provide you with a useful guide to what is available from
ESH.

Micro-Business Grants
These grants are available to any small or youth businesses that are in the first 2 years of operation
or at the initial start-up stage, privately owned and operated, employing a maximum of 5 staff. The
micro business would require start-up capital not exceeding £50,000 (with the exception of the Skills
Development Grant which is eligible to anyone at any stage of the business).
The grants that are currently available to these businesses are;
Grant Type

Individual Grant Limit
Max % of Total of
eligible Cost

Max Grant £

Business Plans

75%

200

Complex Tender Proposals

75%

200

Design and Packaging/Branding

75%

200

Bookkeeping Services & Training

75%

200

Market Research

75%

1,000

E-Commerce/Website Development

75%

1,000

*Sector Development

75%

1,000

Skills Development

100%

5,000

*In order to be eligible for the Sector Development Grant the business would have to be within the
industries that have been identified as key sectors for development, namely; Green Initiatives,
Agriculture, Construction, Fishing, Tourism and Hospitality and Divestment.
An Obligation period is attached to any grant where assets are purchased or training provided from
the funding, these periods are;
x
x

Grants up to £1,000 – 1 Year
Grants up to £5,000 – 3 Years

The business will have to operate for the whole of the obligation period otherwise the grant will be
converted into a loan.
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Loans
The first place of call for any business wishing to take out a loan is Bank of St Helena. The bank
currently offers secured loans at an interest rate, 2% above the Base Rate (Bank of St Helena Base
rate is 4%). Unsecured lending to a maximum of £1,000.00 is also accommodated 3% above Base
Rate. For further information, or to apply for a Bank of St Helena business loan visit their website,
www.sainthelenabank.com or contact their lending team on telephone +290 2175 or e-mail
commercial.lending@sainthelenabank.com. If an approach to the bank is not successful then, if
there is still a business case, ESH can help with our Economic Development Fund (EDF) loan. Any
person or business with St Helenian status or a non St Helenian eligible to work on St Helena may
apply providing that the said person or business can demonstrate that they do not have access to
any alternative source of finance. All loans are available subject to funds available with a minimum
loan amount of £1,000. ESH also offers a special rated “Youth Loan” scheme, which may be applied
for directly with ESH (see below).
EDF Loans available are;
x A Business Development Loan
x A Working Capital Loan
x A Skills Development Loan (in addition to Grant available)
x A Training, Research and Development Working Capital Loan
x A Research and Development Business Loan
Loans are repaid with interest which is set at 1% above the prevailing rate of commercial loans from
the Bank of St Helena, which would make our current interest rate 7%.
Annual repayments for business development loans will be calculated based on the business’ ability
to service the loan and the estimated useful life of the asset. In most cases the maximum period
that will be allowed for repayment is the estimated useful life of the asset or 10 years, whichever is
earlier.
Youth Start-up Loan
The Youth Start-up Loan is targeted at 16 to 26 year olds interested in starting up a business; it is
intended to be as flexible as possible in meeting the needs of the youth. This loan is up to £2,000 at
an interest rate of 1% and there is no collateral requirement unless capital assets are being
purchased from the loan funding.

Equity Capital Finance
ESH offers Equity based capital finance through a Participating Redeemable Preference Share
scheme, whereby funding is made available to either new or existing businesses for a fixed period
between 5 and 10 years on the basis that ESH takes a minority shareholding within the business. No
interest is payable during the period of funding, however dividends on profits (where attained)
would be payable to ESH and such shares are redeemable at the option of the preference
shareholder at the end of the fixed period, at the net asset value attributable to the shares on the
redemption date. Applications for Equity Capital Finance will be considered in the same manner as
those for loan finance.

For Further Information
Contact a member of the Business Development Team on 2920 or
Martin George, Private Sector Development Manager on Martin.george@esh.co.sh
Justine Sim, Start-up and Investment Coordinator on Justine.sim@esh.co.sh
Kirsty Joshua, Skills and Youth Development Coordinator on Kirsty.joshua@esh.co.sh
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SHROVE
TUESDAY

Very last minute page
cancellations
have
given us an opportunity to share some extra
photos from outside the
Canister on Tuesday afternoon

The boys take a tumble on the start line!

Johnny Dillon adding some
musical flavour to the event

First race of the
day underway
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CLEARANCE SALE

The following tools and equipment are for sale:
Marksman 15 pc combination auger drill bit set (was £21 now £15)
Rolson 185mm Electric saw, 1200watts, 110 volts (was £45 now £20)
Prima 24pc deluxe knife set (in combination case) – was £72 now£55)
Rolson 9-piece Diamond core drill set (SDS) w/300mm dry cut diamond blade (was £63 now £58)
Marksman electric router – 1650watts, 110 volts (was £89 now £75)
Marksman 7-pc wood chisel and sharpening stone set (was £15 now £9)
Rolson 19.2 Volts 5-pc combination tool kit (was £106, now £80)
Rolson 5-pc Jumbo pry bar set(was £21, now £15)
4.5” diamond cutting blade (3 per pack) was £21, now £12)
Marksman ¾” drive wrench socket set (was £54, now £40)
Prima 21-pc stainless steel bbq utensil set (was £29, now £20)
Dewalt chop saw, 10” blade, 1600watts, 240 volts (was £225, now £180)
Nielsen electric lawn mower, 380mm cut, 1400 watts (was £115 now £80)
Also new in stock:
Karcher high pressure washer, 110 bar max, 1400watts, 360L/H max. (£97 each)
Ryobi petrol generator, 2500 watts, 240 volts (£295 each)

Contact: Terry Richards, Tel: 2601

Request for
Expressions of Interest

Request for
Expressions of Interest

Renovation Works to 7 Government
Landlord Properties at Cow Path

Interior Refurbishment of the Canister

Crown Estates invites Expressions of Interest from suitably qualified contractors to undertake the above work.

Enterprise St Helena invites Expressions of Interest
from suitably qualified contractors to undertake the
above work.

The submitted Expression of Interest should include
company name, name of responsible officer, title, address, telephone number and email address.
Please submit Expressions of Interest to the
Director, ProArc Ltd,
Unit 12 - Business Park,
Ladder Hill,

The submitted Expression of Interest should include
company name, name of responsible officer, title,
address, telephone number and email address.
Please submit Expressions of Interest to the
Director, ProArc Ltd,
Unit 12 - Business Park,
Ladder Hill,

by 4:00 pm on 18 February 2013.
by 4:00 pm on 18 February 2013.
For further information interested contractors may contact “ProArc Ltd”
on Telephone 3850.

For further information interested contractors may contact “ProArc Ltd”
on Telephone 3850.
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Pilling primary school on their
way to St James church
yesterday, Ash Wednesday

WEIRD & WACKY
FROM THE BIG WORLD
TV station broadcasts zombie warning after
hacker attack
HACKERS broke into a TV station and broadcast
warnings of a zombie apocalypse.
Viewers watching a chat show about teens taking
lie detector tests were stunned as the sound cut out
and they were read the warning: “The bodies of the
dead are rising from their graves and attacking the
living.”
The alert, which was accompanied by a klaxon, told
viewers not to “approach or apprehend these bodies
as they are extremely dangerous”.
They were also told the station would run out of
emergency power and viewers should tune into battery powered radios on a special frequency.
A ticker at the top of the screen gave details of the
locations where zombies were attacking.
Staff at the Montana Television Network in the US
admitted their systems were infiltrated, allowing the
hackers to broadcast the prank warning.
At least four people were reported to have called
the police believing the hoax messages to be true.
In 1898 there was widespread panic around the
USA when the fictional alien invasion show The
War of The Worlds was first broadcast on public
radio.
Many people thought the news-bulletin style introduction of the show announcing the arrival of extraterrestrials was real.
www.thesun.co.uk

A male sea slug that is able to detach, re-grow
and then re-use its genitals has surprised scientists.
Japanese researchers observed the creatures bizarre
mating behaviour that they had collected from shallow coral reefs around Japan.
They believe this is the first creature known that can
repeatedly copulate with what they described as a
“disposable penis”. They saw the animals mate 31
times. The act took between a few seconds and a
few minutes, after which the creatures would push
away and shed their penises, leaving them on the
floor of the tank. Almost all of these creatures,
which are also known as nudibranchs, are thought
Road Section at work at the Hermitage
to be “simultaneous hermaphrodites”. This means
they have both male and female sexual organs and
can use them both at the same time. Bernard Picton, curator of marine invertebrates at the National Museums Northern Ireland, explained: “The general apparatus is on the right hand side
of the body. So two nudibranchs come together and one faces one way and one faces the other
way, with the right hand side of their bodies touching. “The penis from one fits into the female
opening of the other one, and the penis from that one fits into the female opening of the first
one, if you see what I mean.” The scientists also noted that the penis was also equipped with
spines. Sea slugs are not the only animals who abandon their penis. Orb weaving spiders are
known to lose their male organs after sex, as does a sea creature called the periwinkle and land
slugs belonging to the genus Ariolimax.
www.bbc.co.uk

Roads Manager, Dave Malpas with
the road sweeper at Donkey Plain

“It smells like horse manure and looks like a dirty beach rock but this lump of ‘floating gold’
could pocket one man over $135,000. The unusual ‘stone’ is believed to be a piece of rare and
valuable whale vomit, or ambergris, an in-demand ingredient used in perfumes such as Chanel
No.5. Lancashire, UK resident Ken Wilman discovered the 6.6 pounds lump while out walking his boxer dog Madge on Morecambe beach. ‘I didn’t actually realize what it was at first,
I couldn’t understand why Madge was so interested in it,’ he explained. ‘It smelled horrible.’
‘I left it, came back home and looked it up on the internet. When I saw how much it could be
worth, I went back to the beach and grabbed it!” Uniquedaily.com
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Weekly Golf News
See report below...

Only one competition was played over the

weekend and that was the late Charles Duncan’s
Challenge Cup. This was played over 18 holes
on Sunday, in perfect weather conditions. We
had 25 players taking part in the stableford competition.
Gavin Crowie kept his form from the previous week, and hit the top spot this week with a
very good 41 points. He was closely followed
by Hensil O’Bey who is also finding form and
shot 38 points. Gavin and Hensil play of handicaps of 19 and 8 respectively, but needless to
say there has been an adjustment following their
recent form.
There were a record 8 twos scored to share the
ball pool. Gavin Crowie holed out twice he had
an eagle 2 on the par four 9th and a birdie 2 on

the par three 14th. Others sharing in the pool
were Martin Buckley, Hensil O’Bey and Jeffrey (Foxy) Stevens on the 5th. Gerald George
also had an eagle 2 on the 9th and finally Freda
Green and Peter Bagley on the 14th. Congratulations to the winners and thanks to Danny Duncan for sponsoring the prizes.
Competitions for next week are; on Saturday
16th Feb there will be an 18 hole Par 3 and on
Sunday 17th the ever popular Texas Scramble
(choose you own partner). This will be followed
by the AGM and all members are requested to
attend, please note this competition will start at
12.00 hrs.
Have a safe week and happy swinging!

Contributed by Lawson Henry
Longwood Golf Club

Shooting News
Tuesday 12 February 13
was PANCAKE DAY, but
despite this we had a new
junior recruit Tyler Stevens turn up the Jamestown Rifle Club. Tyler mentioned some time ago that he loved to shoot.
His strong interest coupled with his keen eye
means he has bags potential, but needs to practice to improve, he shot 86.2, 66, 73, and 81 a
good first time performance from Tyler. Sa-

Inter Milan have
been fined 15,000
euros (£12,900)
after racist chants
from their fans
about AC Milan’s
Mario Balotelli at
a match against
Chievo. Juventus
were also fined
15,000 euros after their fans were heard singing
territorial songs about rivals Napoli. Inter president Massimo Moratti was quick to condemn
the behaviour of his team’s supporters and
hoped there would be no repeat when the Milan
teams meet at the San Siro on 24 February.
Roger Federer is the latest player to call for
more drug testing in tennis. Even though the
31-year-old former world No 1 believes tennis
is fundamentally ‘clean’, he also thinks extended testing would send out a strong message to
anyone thinking of messing with performance
enhancing substances. The winner of 17 Grand
Slam titles, competing in this week’s ATP Tour
event in Rotterdam, said: “We should do more
in terms of blood testing. “I also support the
biological blood passport, with information
stored away. It’s important to make sure that
tennis is credible and clean to a maximum.

VOLLEYBALL NEWS
Match Results, Sunday 10 February
All Star Hot Shotz 2 – 1 Volley Diggers
(25 - 15) (17 – 25) (15 – 7)
LOM: Kaylee Young (Volley Diggers)
Ballsy Ladies 2 – 0 Saints Served Hot
(25 – 23) (26 – 24)
LOM: Lauren Evans (Ballsy Ladies)
Volleyball Fixtures, Sunday 17 Feb 2013
2.15pmVolley Diggers Vs Saints Served Hot
Umpires/Lines: Serve - ivors/All Star Hot Shots
Organiser: Volley Diggers
2.45 pm Serve-ivorsVs All Star Hot Shotz
Umpire/Lines: VolleyDiggers/Saints Served Hot
Organiser: Serve - ivors

sha Bargo also popped in to shoot and
BLUEHILLCOMMUNITYASSOCIATION
shot 80. Pat Henry managed to shoot
KNOCKOUTSKITTLESͲRESULTS
10 rounds and scored 95.1. Wendy
Plato hung in there with a 89 and 82
February5th2013
and Kara Henry held her own after a LADIESSINGLESSEMIFINALS
2 week break shooting 96 and 98.1.
CecilyWilliams53 bt SylviaPhillips50
Deirdre did well with a 98.2 and 95.1,
LorrainYon63 bt DiWilliams41
Patrick Young shot 95.1 with his first
GENTSSINGLESQUARTERFINALS
10 rounds and then shot 193 with 20
RobertAugustus59 bt CharlieYoung57
rounds. Rex Young always cool as a
cucumber shot 94.1 and 94.3. It was
RonaldWilliams55 bt HensilPhillips50
a good relaxing night enjoyed by all.
EarlWilliams75 bt PeterFowler37
See you all next week!
TobyConstantine63 bt GeoffFrancis56
Contributed by Pat Henry
JTRC Chairman

GENTSSINGLESSEMIFINALS
RonaldWilliams62 bt RobertAugustus43
TobyConstantine65 bt EarlWilliams62
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NEW RADIO STATION LAUNCHED ON
WORLD RADIO DAY
& NAME CHANGE FOR SHB(G)C
Today is United Nations World Radio Day (13 February 2013) and marks two significant developments in the new media organisation on St
Helena – the full launch of the first of three new FM radio stations, and the renaming of St Helena Broadcasting (Guaranteed) Corporation Ltd
to South Atlantic Media Services Ltd. (SAMS). SHG congratulates the staff and community-run Board of SAMS [formerly SHB(G)C] for this
latest milestone in serving the community.
Hosted programming on the new station, ‘SAMS Radio 1’, commenced from 7am this morning, 13 February, initially with six hosted hours
each day: 7-10am and 4pm -7pm, with World Service overnight. World news will also feature at 8am,10-11am, 1pm and 6pm. Two further channels, SAMS Radio 2 & 3, will follow shortly, one music-based and the other World Service-centred.
The annual World Radio Day fosters international cooperation between broadcasters and promotes community access to freely-expressed information over the airwaves - principles echoed in South Atlantic Media Services’ values of community enrichment through sustainable media,
editorial independence and impartiality, professionalism and international delivery.
Since the start of SHB(G)C’s operations in 2012, beginning with production of the Sentinel newspaper in March, there has been much public
comment, a lot of it positive, but much inaccurate and distorted comment too. SHG would like to clarify a few things.
Firstly, the setting up of a new, community-owned and run media service was mandated by the Elected Representatives of the people of St Helena, in both Legislative and Executive Councils. Councillors endorsed SHG’s proposal to set up a sustainable and modern service, run by Saints,
to engage all audiences, including the younger sector and the Diaspora, at a time of change and challenges.
This proposal also arose for important financial reasons, with SHG having to rationalise its various and significant funding of media services.
This level of financial exposure could not continue indefinitely, but SHG and Council considered that it had a responsibility to put in place a
sustainable, professional and independent media. The new media organisation, from today named SAMS, is generating its own revenue and will
gradually become self-financing. SHG’s involvement with SAMS extends no further than reducing its subsidy over time. Other assets, including the former accommodation of Radio St Helena, will also help generate revenue and mitigate the subsidy.
In setting up SHB(G)C, there was never any intention to damage any other news organisation, to ‘silence our critics’ or any other such nonsense.
The fact is that the UK Government and SHG value the diversity of media and opinion in St Helena, just as in other Overseas Territories, and
we fully recognise the contribution others make to informing and entertaining the public and stimulating debate. That is why the proprietor of
SHMP as it then was (the Independent newspaper and Saint FM), was involved in discussions about the new media operation from the outset.
He supported the idea of having one single media organisation and had begun negotiations with SHG to purchase his assets (and about his own
role in the new set-up). But eventually he rejected SHG’s financial offer and left the negotiations.
A few other points are worth noting:
•

•
•
•

SAMS is managed by its Board, which is drawn from the community and which SAMS appoints itself. It is completely editoriallyindependent across all its services, with a mission to enrich peoples’ lives with media services that inform, entertain and educate. The
way SAMS operates is entirely in keeping with SHG’s strategic priorities to strengthen communities and family life on St Helena. To
suggest that it and its newspaper and radio services (and website) are somehow ‘controlled’ by Government is absurd.
Today’s name change, from SHB(G)C to SAMS, was precipitated by another party, for reasons unknown, pre-registering a company
name virtually identical to SHB(G)C’s.
Diversity and choice are important principles. So too are reliability and sustainability, as recently illustrated by the decision of the
proprietor of Saint FM to close down his radio station at just 3 day’s notice. We must have a reliable service.
SHG strongly supports the private
sector and is actively growing the
economy by introducing investorfriendly policies designed to make
it more profitable for all businesses,
both local and offshore, to invest in
St Helena.

An editorially independent and sustainable
media service is important for St Helena at
this time of social and economic transformation. SAMS’ new media services are a
genuine achievement and an exciting prospect
that will benefit all Saints, both in St Helena
and overseas.

SHG, 13 February 2013
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“

Warriors Played well. They
had a good season and today,
in spells they put us under a lot
of pressure

”

Warriors Mike-e Williams, Dennis Leo and Nico Ellick,
watching the action from the pavillion steps

BARRACUDAS
WIN LEAGUE TITLE
IN THE GLOOM
continued from back page
of consolidation followed as the pair sought
to develop the basis of a defendable total for
the Warriors. The partnership put on 48 before Williams was caught at cover by Anthony
Thomas off the bowling of left armer Gavin
George for 22.
A notable 6th wicket stand of 38 between Warriors’ skipper Eddie Duff and Denny Leo and a
27 run partnership for the 9th wicket between
Leo and Simon Henry (24) saw the batting
team to 160-9 off their 35 overs. Leo held his
end up exceptionally well ending on 15 not
out from 49 balls supporting his more attacking partners.
Wickets were shared around the Barracudas’
attack but Gavin George’s figures of 7 overs,
2 wickets for 13 proved an excellent return for
the title-chasers.
The usual Barracudas opening pair of D
George and O’Bey came to the wicket. This
pair have progressed as a partnership this
season and looked very comfortable together
at the crease. Knowing that patience was the
key to a successful run chase they both were
watchful, punishing the bad ball, but not taking any unnecessary risks, scoring just 20 off
the first 5 overs. Putting together a partnership
of 104 for the opening wicket they rotated the
strike effectively as shown by the runs scored

(and balls faced )
when O’Bey was
bowled by Young
for 35 (45 balls) in
the 18th over with
George on 49 (62
balls).
G George, coming
in at 3 scored 12
before falling in
the 22nd over with
the score at 140.
D George continued to score rapidly before eventually falling victim
bowled by Johnson
for a well-crafted
65.
Despite
losing
3 more wickets,
Barracudas finally
were able to celebrate winning the
title edging over
the line to taste victory in the gathering gloom from the
last ball of the 30th
over.

AJ Bennett
Struck a 2nd
Centuary of
the season
as St Pauls
B defeated
HTH
Dolphins
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Darrel Leo (Allstarz) playing
a trademark cut shot

CRICKET FIXTURES
Saturday 16 February 2013 9 am,
St Pauls B v Sandy Bay Pirates
Saturday 16 February 2013 1.30 pm
HTH Dolphins v Western Warriors
Sunday 17 February 2013 9am
J.town Zodiacs v J.town Barracudas
Sunday 17 February 2013 1.30 pm
Levelwood Allstarz v St Matthews Lions

CRICKET RESULTS
Saturday 09 Jan 2013
HTH Dolphins 7
223 all out
Deon De Jaeger 72
Deon De Jaeger 2/41

St Pauls B
224/5
AJ Bennett 110*
J Gilchrist 3/12

AJ Bennett 3, D De Jaeger 2, C Lawrence 1
Wstn Warriors 7 J.Town Barracudas 19
160 all out
164/6
S Henry 24 *
David George 65
G Johnson 2/17
Gavin George 1/13

Allstarz Advance to second
round of knockout after
derby win
The Top 5 in the Barracudas’ batting order
are all St Helenian International players and
there have certainly been occasions this season
when this has stood them in very good stead,
but the players who haven’t (or who have
yet to) achieved this honour have very much
played their part in this success. It would be
unfair to pick out individuals as all have contributed to this team’s accomplishment.

Congratulations

Scott
Jamestown Barracudas! Crowie
(Lions)
Smashed
164*
against
Longwood
Bee’s as
Lions make
quarter
finals.

D George 3, G Johnson 2, Gavin Ellick 1
Sunday 10 Jan 2013
1st Round Knockout Fixtures
St Matthews Lions Longwood Bees
307/2
163/8
S Crowie 164*
Owen Furniss 28*
Ross Leo 5/47
Roland Crowie 1/25
Levelwood Rebels levelwood Allstarz
74 all out
75/0
Delroy 25
Darrel Leo 36*
Ross Henry 3/7

CRICKET LEAGUE TABLE
Jamestown Barracudas
Jamestown Zodiacs
Levelwood Allstarz
Western Warriors
St Matthews Lions
St Pauls B
HTH Dolphins
Sandy Bay Pirates
Levelwood Rebels
Longwood Bees

P W
9 8
9 8
9 7
9 6
9 5
9 3
9 3
9 2
9 1
9 0

D
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

L
0
1
2
3
3
6
6
7
8
9

Pts
173
163
144
140
135
100
91
74
64
35
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BARRACUDA’S CHAMPIONS
Simon Green

“

On an overcast and rapidly darkening
late Saturday afternoon Jamestown Barracudas sealed this year’s title with a 5
wicket victory over a burgeoning Western Warriors team who have shown in
the second half of this season that they
will be a force to be reckoned with in
It’s My first the future.
win as Cap- With Barracudas trailing Jamestown Zodiacs – who led the table at
- by 9 points, going into the fixture needing to take 10 points
tain. It was Christmas
from the game to win this season’s title and Warriors needing to take
a maximum 20 points from the encounter to finish 3rd, this had all the
a real team hallmarks
of an intriguing match.
have shown some good form recently and were looking at a
effort and Warriors
Top 3 finish should they take all 20 points.
I’m glad
There was an air of expectation at Francis Plain for the afternoon’s fixUnfortunately, yet again, the first ball of this clash was bowled
we pulled ture.
well after 1.30pm due to late start to the morning match.
Barracudas skipper, David George called the toss correctly and inserted
through
the Warriors, Tommy Lee Young and the left hander Gareth Johnson

”

Barracudas Captain David George

opening the innings.
With usual opening bowler Damien O’Bey carrying an injury – preventing him from bowling but not from appearing on the team sheet
- Andrew Yon, together with Jason Thomas led the Barracudas attack,
Thomas striking as early as the 2nd over to dismiss Young for 4, bowled.
With Mike-e Williams, at 3, joining Johnson at the crease, a period

continued inside back page

